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Summary: We describe a case of the “tilted-disk” syndrome in a patient with a bitemporal field depression (a pseudohemianopia). CT and MR imaging showed thinning and prolapse of the nasal sectors of the posterior walls of the globes and flattening of the temporal portion of the globes.

A coloboma involving the optic nerve and the eye is an uncommon congenital disorder, which is bilateral in 60% of patients (1), and is at times inherited as an autosomal dominant defect. Despite several reports of optic and eye colobomas, colobomatous cysts, and morning-glory syndrome (2–5), no MR depiction of tilted-disk (TD) syndrome has been described.

TD syndrome is also described as “situs inversus” of the papilla, congenital optic crescent, nasal fundus ectasia syndrome, or Fuchs’s inferior coloboma. TD syndrome is a rare congenital malformation of the globe, consisting of an oval-shaped papilla, with minor ectasia of the inferonasal area of the posterior wall of the bulb related to scleral thinning (6). The nasal bulge represents sectoral myopia.

We report of a case of TD syndrome in a patient with occult “bitemporal hemianopia” attributable to a particular malformation of the globe and optic nerve head, and describe the CT, MR, and fundoscopic findings.

Case Report

A 32-year-old woman who complained of severe headaches underwent an ophthalmologic examination. She had an oblique myopic astigmatism, as confirmed by corneal topography, that was corrected with refraction (2.00 = −4.00 ax 25° in right eye, −1.50 = −4.00 ax 5° in left eye), with final visual acuity of 6/10. Fundoscopic evaluation revealed bilateral, small oval-shaped optic disks with distinct temporal disk borders and blurring of nasal borders. Retinal arteries originated from the temporal side of the papilla, curving nasally before arching temporally. Hypopigmentation of nasal chorioretinal layers was also discovered (Fig 1A–B). Bitemporal symmetrical pseudohemianopsia crossing the midline of the visual field was found (Fig 2A–B). Considering the ophthalmologic data, diagnosis of TD syndrome was proposed; however, a radiologic study of the sella and chiasm was considered to exclude a mass involving the chiasm. CT and MR examinations of the brain, the chiasm, and the pituitary gland were normal. Supplementary axial and coronal scans of the orbits showed a symmetrical globe defect, with focal thinning and ectasia of the nasal sectors of the posterior wall of the globe, as well as temporal flattening (Fig 3A–B). The optic nerve size was normal, despite its oblique insertion into the globe. Fundoscopic features, visual-field defects, and the CT and MR findings led to the diagnosis of nasal fundus ectasia with oblique insertion of the optic nerve syndrome.

Discussion

TD syndrome, which is bilateral in 80% of patients, is related to an incomplete closure of the optic fissure, which is located in the inferonasal sector of the globe and optic stalk, with inflolding...

Fig 1. Right (A) and left (B) fundus reveals bilateral, small oval-shaped discs with bulging of temporal disk borders (arrowheads) and blurring of nasal margins (arrows). Retinal arteries originate from temporal side of papilla, and curve nasally before arching temporally (thin black arrows). Note hypopigmentation of nasal chorioretinal layers (asterisks).
of the primitive hyaloid vascular system. In TD syndrome, moderate-to-severe hypoplasia and thinning of the retinal, choroidal, and scleral layers exist, with focal hypopigmentation and ectasia of the inferonasal posterior wall of the globe, and an oblique insertion of the optic nerve (7) and retinal arteries (8).

Because of focal retinal nasal dysplasia, there are bitemporal hemianopic field defects that mimic TD syndrome, and therefore mimic other more common diseases that cause bitemporal hemianopsia (ie, pituitary adenoma, suprasellar masses). Because of the oblique insertion of the papilla into the globe, the edge of the field defect crosses the midline of the visual field, whereas true chiasmal hemianopsias do not. A careful visual-field test and fundoscopic examination can enable diagnosis of this abnormality. MR or CT studies or both may be performed to rule out a lesion at the chiasmal level (9), because an association between TD syndrome and CNS disease-like tumors such as glioma or craniopharyngioma (10), craniosynostosis (11), and Ehlers-Danlos disease (12) has been described.

In addition, in those instances where corneal, lens, or vitreous-body opacities exist, CT or MR studies can depict the imaging features of TD syndrome.
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